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- Muhanned Kumkumji -

[Arts2Art] : The total collection 
of arts into one, we are that 
one , the one that needs to 
provide solutions and ideas 
to the media world so that 
what they ask for becomes 
a peace of [Art]

Definition

History
Creativity IS NOT a Product !
in 1995 Muhanned Kumkumji a 19 years old entrepreneur found out that the media 
market needs more then just a good design or production , business owners were good 
in what they do but didn't know how to make there product or service more presentable 
and appealing there for when they approached a design firm they couldn't communicate 
with the designers making the connection slow and weak.

Kumkumji founded Arts2Art to be that portal between new entrepreneurs, business 
owners and there goal to inter the market with a more creative approach.

Today, Arts2Art is the one stop for all your design and motion solutions either its a start up 
package or a huge concept development or just a small give away flayers, Arts2Art is 
there for you ..
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Our VISION
To become a main source for people 
that are looking for media solutions 
and outstanding ideas.



Our Mission
YOU are our mission, our goal is to 
give our clients a new solution in 
media that matches there needs 
with in there budget, and to 
spread awareness on the quality 
of media needed to achieve there 
message.



Our TimeLine

1998

2005 2008 2010

2012

2015Foundation
Arts2Art was founded in Riyadh / 
Saudi Arabia one of  3 other produc-
tion houses in the kingdom

Cartoon Studio
Arts2Art 
Was the first professional cartoon 
character builder in Saudi Arabia

Ranking
Arts2Art 
ranked one of the top 
20 media agencies 
in the middle east.

New Media
The DesertMovie 
was in production that lunched 
the new media in Saudi ARABIA

Entrepreneurship
Arts2Art 
Started the adopt the entrepreneur's  
startup projects that was the first programe 
to help startup projects.

We are still here , lighting up new 
brands every day ... Still Thinking ? 2016

2000

Movment
Arts2Art 
Moved to Jeddah Saudi Arabia to expand 
the production devision
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Graphic design
Creative Ads
Logos & Identities 
Character Creation

Web Design
Hosting Solution
App Development
Web Programing

Pre Production
Video Production
Audio Production
Photo Shooting
Post Production
Equipment Rental

Floor Plan
Interior Design
Booth Design

Concept CreationBranding Film ProductionWeb & App Services

Our Services
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Our Portfolio



Branding
As important as the quality of service 
provided by a business is the way they 
brand themselves. If your company 
lacks a cohesive, attractive brand, you 
run at high risk for losing a large swath of 
potential customers, and with them, 
potential profits. Your brand is you, 
distilled down to an image, a slogan, a 
word. It should be simple, attractive, and 
memorable. A good brand will translate 
across multiple platforms, from printing 
on something as small as a business 
card to a 24 foot wide highway billboard, 
and electronically from your smart-
phone to your desktop.

Welcome to 
Aljazira Bank



Web & Apps
For over a decade now, Arts2Art has been 
developing and perfecting responsive web 
solutions and apps for our clients. Rapidly 
changing technology means new ways to 
look at the web. Responsive web design is 
a way for businesses to keep consistent 
branding and messaging for their custom-
ers across all existing devices, and even 
those that have yet to be invented. Aside 
from the benefits listed above, one cohe-
sive site that will respond to browser regard-
less of device or screen size improves your 
business’s SEO immensely. What was 
once a mere suggestion from search 
engines like Google has now become 
standard. The proof, as they say, is in the 
pudding, and Arts2Art's clients have all 
seen a marked improvement in both lead 
quality and conversion since upgrading to a 
responsive site.



Film & Sound
What makes our Film & Sound ser-
vice special is that we blend the high 
attention value with precise and stra-
tegic delivery of message. Besides, 
our videos are configured for easy 
viewing on all platforms, which in 
turn makes them suitable to target a 
larger segment of audience.
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Staged marketing hero product pho-
tography shots are a key part to any 
high preforming product launch 
strategy. 
We have an in-house expert set 
designer who can cater for any 
requirements our clients have for 
product setup or placement to 
ensure unique and original results 
are achieved.

Photo
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Either you are appling the theme to you shop or office , designing your expo 
display or just creating a kiosk , our concept creators are ready for the task 
and with the budget you set up with , what elase will you look for ?

Concept Creation



+966.12.2156020
+966.507070923




